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Ranco humidistat manual

Home / Humidity Controls / Ranco J10-808 Humidistat Running a central air conditioning unit to maintain a comfortable temperature level inside your home when you're not there is expensive, yet turning off the air conditioning completely in damp areas creates mold and mold problems inside the home. The solution is a humidistat, which runs the air
conditioner to control the humidity level inside the house regardless of the temperature. While your air conditioner's thermostat measures the temperature inside the home, a humidistat measures humidity. If the temperature is high but the humidity is low, the humidistat does not allow the air conditioner to function. This prevents using electricity to cool your
home when you are not there. If, however, the humidity level inside the house slips into the range where mold could become a problem, the humidistat runs the air conditioner until the humidity level is reduced. This way, you protect your mold-forming problems at home while you are away without having to maintain a specific temperature in the home. Make
sure the air conditioner is set to the cool and automatic fan settings, then set the temperature on the thermostat to 75 degrees Fahrenheit. Set the humidity level on the humidistat to 58 percent. Although mold does not form at moisture levels below about 68 percent, Craig Muccio of the Florida Power and Light Company recommends a 58 setting that
humidistat gauges can be turned off by as much as 10 percent. Energy Efficiency Class: A Energy Efficiency Class: A Visit the help section or contact us Check PEX's privacy policy Check PEX's privacy policy
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